Is It Terrorism or Economic Sabotage?

KHRC’s 2014-2018 Strategic Plan:
"...The KHRC is permanent, irreversible and irrevocable."

Also Inside:
- The Truth about Marriage Bill; discussed by the Kenyatta University Legal Aid Clinic.
- The issue of Anglo-Leasing, By Mr. Joseph Agwata (KUSOL Alumni)
There’s more things in Heaven and Earth than what’s dreamt of in Philosophy, and on the other hand, Religion is what keeps the poor from killing the rich, but certainly, is there more to the Islam religion and the Salafi philosophy/ideology than to just killing in the name of ‘God’? and why Kenya in particular? What makes the other East African countries out of the premium? Find out in this issue.

Now, since the whole world is watching, we at Kenyan Legal want to always give you something special; something good, like a river glory, and in that spirit, I introduce to you our panel members of the Reviewer Feedback Programme, the Kenyatta University Legal Aid Clinic, and the strategic Plan 2014-2018 of the Kenya Human Rights Commission(KHRC), and as Prof. Makau Mutua once stated, “...The KHRC is permanent, irreversible and irrevocable.”, we share the same optimism.

Still progressing to give you nothing short of the best, this is Issue #8 of the Kenyan Legal Magazine; Real Kenya, Real Issues. Welcome.
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The government of Kenya has found itself between a rock and a hard place on whether or not to make the Anglo-leasing payments or risk losing its internationally owned assets. The implication of failure to pay is that, the country cannot get money from the sovereign bond to fund its projects.

The problem is further compounded by calls by the Law Society of Kenya (LSK) for the resignation of the Attorney General because of the way he handled the matter. The LSK Chair accuses the AG of giving a wrong advice to the president that the country had lost the case in an England-based court and that the only option was to pay the money owed to a tune of 1.48 billion.

The LSK Chair Mr. Eric Mutua claims that by wrongly advising the president to pay the amount without putting a defense clearly demonstrated that the AG had an interest in the matter and therefore he should step aside to allow for investigation into the matter so as to bring to justice those behind the scandal.

The above claims have been refuted by the AG who argues that claims that the State Law Office failed to put a defense are misleading and unsubstantiated. He further contended that, the Anglo-leasing saga began long before he took office and that there was little his office could do to change the situation.

President Uhuru Kenyatta on his part defended the decision to authorize the payment by arguing that, he did this to save the country from plunging into further crisis since the England-based court had indicated that if the government of Kenya failed to pay the amount ordered; the same could have been recovered from the sovereign bond.

The president further reiterated that he has not changed his position on the issue on whether the amount had to be paid but he has been forced by circumstances to pay the amount. On the other hand, the ODM affiliated members of parliament have threatened to file a motion in National Assembly to impeach the president because of his decision to authorize the payments going against a report by a committee of the National Assembly faulting the payments.

Similarly, the ODM and their WIPER Counterparts have also threatened to call for a mass action upon the return from a two months visit from the USA of their party Leader Mr. Raila Odinga. Speaking in a political rally organized in Kamkunji Grounds, the ODM and Wiper affiliated legislators warned the president that he risks being impeached and subsequently charged for authorizing the payments. The same members also threatened to censure the treasury Cabinet Secretary Mr. Rotich if he made the payments.

The big Question is: should the country make the payments? The debate on whether the payments should be made seems to be divided with some arguing that since the government lost the appeal in the English-based court, then it’s only logical that payments be made. On the other hand, those against the payment argue that this will open the floodgate for other people with related claims to seek compensation.

Depending on which side of the debate you choose to support you realize that the country is likely to lose in one way or another...
likely to lose in one way or another. Failure to pay implies that the government has to look for an alternative source of income to supplement the budget whereas payment may open a floodgate for people with similar claims to bring them against the government.

When comparing the two options put forth, the first option of making the payment seems the better one compared to the two. This is because by paying the amount the country will avoid the possibility of the amount being recovered from the sovereign bond denying the country money to fund the budget. As for the possibility of a plethora of cases, the government conducts a fresh inquiry into the matter and put a strong defense to ensure that what happened in England does not happen.

Additionally, the allegation that the Advocate who represented Kenya in England didn’t have the capacity to represent the country can also be investigated to ascertain what actually conspired before the country was ordered to pay the amount. Until then the decision to pay appears to be the lesser evil.

Joseph Agwata is an Alumni of Kenyatta University School of Law (LL.B 2014).